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About This Game

Experience the new challenges designed to perplex, delight and unwind the mind. Super Chains combines a variety of puzzles
that everybody can enjoy.

Support

Title: Super Chains
Genre: Casual, Indie

Developer:
2dengine

Publisher:
2dengine

Release Date: 12 Mar, 2019

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista+

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 7
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I love this game a lot. It is truly unique and makes me think. It is also a lot of fun to play and has good graphics.. I love
this game a lot. It is truly unique and makes me think. It is also a lot of fun to play and has good graphics.. I love this

game a lot. It is truly unique and makes me think. It is also a lot of fun to play and has good graphics.. I love this game
a lot. It is truly unique and makes me think. It is also a lot of fun to play and has good graphics.

100 Days On Steam : Greetings folks, It's been 100 days since Super Chains came out to Early Access! To celebrate, we
have pushed an update that improves the hiscores interface. Behind the scenes, we've upgraded to the brand new

Steamworks v1.44. This may cause a few crashes here and there, but hopefully everything should be fixed and running
smoothly in the next few days. Additionally, we are now backwards compatible with 32-bit versions of Windows (Vista,

7, 8, 8.1 or later).. Available December 18 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains, sequel to the
original Chains from 2008. We are all looking forward to December 18-th when Super Chains will enter Early Access

(Windows, Linux and Mac). So far the game features 10 different puzzles (more like game modes) each with a uniquely
original gameplay mechanic (inspired by the original Chains). The final version will have at least 20 puzzles and extras.

The game includes leaderboards, achievements, dynamic hints! Full controller support is planned in the future too.
Although the game is not fully localized, partially supported languages include English, German, Spanish, French,

Italian, Portuguese and Russian. The soundtrack is by the electro artist Silence.. Early Access Week 1 : Greetings and
thank you for supporting Super Chains! First off Super Chains has a new and shiny user interface. Special thanks to
HumanSpider and EranKrief who have helped bring the game to Hungarian, Hebrew and Polish. If you'd like to help

the effort, please check out: A lot of small improvements and fixes have been made through player feedback (customize-
able palette for the colorblind, better hints and indications, etc). Huge thanks to everybody who provided suggestions. I
promise to get everybody's name in the credits soon! Controller support is close to complete, although we might remove

that feature altogether because it simply doesn't work quite as well as expected. Super Chains is best enjoyed with a
mouse or on a touchscreen device.. Early Access Week 1 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains! First
off Super Chains has a new and shiny user interface. Special thanks to HumanSpider and EranKrief who have helped

bring the game to Hungarian, Hebrew and Polish. If you'd like to help the effort, please check out: A lot of small
improvements and fixes have been made through player feedback (customize-able palette for the colorblind, better

hints and indications, etc). Huge thanks to everybody who provided suggestions. I promise to get everybody's name in
the credits soon! Controller support is close to complete, although we might remove that feature altogether because it
simply doesn't work quite as well as expected. Super Chains is best enjoyed with a mouse or on a touchscreen device..

Early Access Week 10 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains! The game has become a lot more stable,
since we started accepting automatic error reports. Super Chains will hopefully come out of Early Access by the end of
this week (March 9th).. Early Access Week 8 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains! First off, I would
like to thank everybody who has provided help and feedback during development. Shutouts to Human Spider and Kaz
Brazil for translating the game into several new languages. If you speak another language you can help us out by going
to: (just make sure to login using your Steam account). This week we have released two new puzzles (just one more left
of the 20 planned) The Color Link puzzle will replace the old Pyramid stage - which was superseded by the Hex stage.

Color link is an interesting variation of the traditional Number link puzzles. It was difficult to make this stage
procedural (turns out that it's hard to avoid zig-zag paths), but I think the result works quite well (at least for small-
sized puzzles). The Rhythm puzzle is a music-based minigame about building a sequence of notes. This one will test

both your analytical skills and your timing, so make sure to give it a try. Additionally, I have created six new
achievements (a total of 50 are planned!) At this rate we are going to leave Early Access sooner than expected.. Non-

Early Access Week 5 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains! First off, I would like to thank
everybody who has reported bugs or sent in feedback. I know how frustrating it is to deal with bugs, so thanks for your
patience! After another busy week, we are happy to announce the release of the Super Chains demo: Super Chains now
features 28 achievements - with a total of 50 planned. As you may know the game has been pushed out of Early Access

accidentally. Nevertheless, we are still committed to the original plan of producing 20 puzzles. As promised, the price of
the game may increase slightly once these goals are met. Until then the game remains in unofficial early access.. Early
Access Week 6 : That's right folks! Super Chains is one of the first games on Steam to enter Early Access.. Available

December 18 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains, sequel to the original Chains from 2008. We are
all looking forward to December 18-th when Super Chains will enter Early Access (Windows, Linux and Mac). So far

the game features 10 different puzzles (more like game modes) each with a uniquely original gameplay mechanic
(inspired by the original Chains). The final version will have at least 20 puzzles and extras. The game includes

leaderboards, achievements, dynamic hints! Full controller support is planned in the future too. Although the game is
not fully localized, partially supported languages include English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese and
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Russian. The soundtrack is by the electro artist Silence.
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